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Abstract 

Classroom interaction plays a very important role in second language acquisition and it 

is therefore worth investigating. This paper aims to explore the different types of 

strategies that participants use while performing oral tasks. The focus of the study is dual: 

while the study focuses on task-based oral performance, it also considers the impact that 

the use of written vs visual input might have on the participants’ oral engagement. This 

qualitative study uses conversation analysis as a method to analyse the students’ 

interactional practices. This particular study was conducted in a high school in 

Bangladesh with eight 8th grade students (i.e., 12-13 year old students). Participants were 

given two tasks using two different types of media (written vs visual) and were video 

recorded as they completed the tasks. The result shows differences in interactional 

practices and in the students’ degree of engagement. 
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1. Introduction 

Within the communicative language teaching approach, classroom interaction is 

considered as a crucial aspect of second language education. It is deeply connected to 

learning to talk and communicate through interaction in a second language. Language 

teachers facilitate classroom interactions in order to fulfill the institutional goals they 

strive to achieve. The classroom is that institutional setting where the manifestation of 

learning and teaching practices takes place through the interactions between students 

and teachers (Sert, 2015). Therefore, Seedhouse (2004) treats L2 classroom interaction 

as a highly complex system and argues that there exists a reflexive relationship between 

the pedagogical focus of a specific moment of classroom time and the organization of 

classroom interaction in that specific moment. In other words, the organization of 

classroom interaction changes when the organization of pedagogy changes as well.  

At the same time, the organization of interaction in a classroom setting may change 

when the medium of a task is changed. For example, a task using written input and a 

task using visual input might lead to different patterns of classroom interaction. 

Specifically, works by scholars like Mukherjee and Roy (2003), Clark and Lyons (2004), 

Moriarty (1994), and Paivio (1991) show how the use of visuals facilitates learning and 

may help learners to perform better.  

The present study thus focuses on classroom interaction and, more specifically, aims to 

investigate how higher secondary school students interact with each other in an 

institutional setting while they engage in different types of interactional tasks that rely 

on different types of input. The tasks varied in terms of the kind of media (written vs 

visual) that was used. While there is ample conversation analytic research on classroom 
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interaction, to my knowledge not too many studies have been conducted on the 

potential differences in interaction that might ensue from the use of distinct types of 

media. Therefore, my study aims to explore such potential differences. Specifically, my 

hypothesis is that students who are given inputs using different media perform in a 

different way and that visuals foster a better performance.   

 

2. Literature review 

2.1 Conversation Analysis  

CA started its journey as an offshoot of ethnomethodology in the late 1960s and early 

1970s (Markee, 2015). Schegloff and Sacks (1973), who are the founders of CA, describe 

it as a “naturalistic observational discipline that could deal with the details of social 

action rigorously, empirically and formally” (p. 289). 

CA initially focused on ordinary conversation; that is, on casual, social talk that occurs 

daily between friends or acquaintances. With time, however, conversation analysts have 

become increasingly interested in interaction occurring in institutional contexts, such as 

news, medical, courtroom and classroom contexts. Therefore, CA now examines both 

ordinary conversation and institutional talk.  

In line with the development of such interests, various branches of CA have developed 

since its early days. Specifically, the branch of CA that is interested in second language 

acquisition (CA-SLA) analyzes how L2 speakers use verbal and embodied resources as 

they interact in a variety of settings, including language learning environments (Markee, 

2000). Through the use of these resources and of interactional mechanisms such as turn 

taking, sequencing, overall organization and repair, students perform various interactional 
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practices. According to Wong and Waring (2010), “interactional practices are the 

systematic verbal and non-verbal methods participants use to engage in social interaction” 

(p. 8). 

2.1.1 Interactional mechanisms 

The interactional mechanisms studied by CA are turn-taking, sequence organization, and 

repair. Turn-taking is the mechanism that regulates the ways in which participants take 

the floor to produce turns-at-talk. There can be no interaction without this mechanism. 

For L2 learners it is very important to learn what are the signals that indicate the right 

time to take the floor. Sequence organization has to do with the participants’ ability to 

produce turns that are fitted to prior talk and that ultimately create recognizable sequences 

of actions. The minimal sequence is the adjacency pair, which consists of two turns that 

are in a relationship of conditional relevance: given the first turn (or first action), the 

accomplishment of the second action is necessary. For example, a request is a first action 

that makes relevant a response in the form of a rejection or an acceptance. Repair is a 

mechanism that deals with problems in speaking, hearing or understanding. Addressing 

these problems is something very crucial in social interaction. It is a kind of 

“maintenance work” (Wong & Warning, 2010, p. 11) that is performed to avoid 

misunderstandings during a conversation. Repair practices give us a chance to clarify 

what has been said and to rectify any prior mistake. CA is also interested in describing 

the overall structuring practices of a conversation, such as openings and closings.  
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Figure 1. Model of interactional practices (Wong & Waring, 2010, p. 8) 

As Figure 1.1 illustrates, an interactional event is framed within an overall structure that 

marks its beginning and its conclusion (overall structuring practices). At the basis of 

social interaction is turn-taking; turns are then combined in sequences through specific 

sequencing practices. Finally, repair practices may be initiated at any point to avoid 

miscommunication and ensure mutual understanding.  

2.2 Second Language Acquisition 

Second language acquisition (SLA) attempts at describing and explaining the cognitive 

process that underlies language learning (Markee, 2000). It started its journey as an 

interdisciplinary field during the late 1960s; it is a research field that stems from other 

disciplines such as linguistics, language teaching, child language acquisition, and 

psychology. Since then, SLA has developed and expanded in different ways in its extent 

and methodology, which resulted in its acceptance as an autonomous discipline (Works, 

1967).  

2.2.1 Relationship between CA and SLA 

The relationship between CA and SLA has been rather problematic so far. As Firth and 

Wagner (1997) pointed out, CA is a behavioral discipline, while SLA studies have 
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traditionally been cognitivist. However, Markee (2000) shows that the learning process 

that is of interest for SLA can be fruitfully analyzed through CA since “cognition is not 

solely an individual but also a socially distributed phenomenon that is observable in 

members’ conversational behaviors” (p. 31). He further adds that SLA studies are being 

constantly enriched by CA since CA seeks to look for those resources that speakers use 

in order to comprehend and acquire a new language.   

2.3 Task-based language teaching  

Since this study focuses on task completion by the participants, it is relevant to provide 

a brief description of task-based language teaching (TBLT). Among many approaches to 

second language teaching and learning TBLT has become very widespread. Ellis (2003) 

suggests that TBLT shifts the focus from the ultimate outcome of learning towards the 

learning process. Borrowing the claim by Kumaravadivelu (1993), Ellis (2003) argues that 

methodology is something that is the main focus in task-based language pedagogy since 

the main aim here is to give the learner the opportunity to steer their own route to 

learning. In Long’s (2015) view, a TBLT syllabus is organized around an initial needs 

analysis that takes into account the learners’ needs and thus produces instructional 

materials that are appropriate for them, while also keeping in mind the skills they have 

to learn. In other words, within a TBLT approach, the learners are not imposed with any 

pre-designed linguistics syllabus that does not consider their individual needs. As Ellis 

(2003) points out, “The overall purpose of task-based methodology is to create 

opportunities for language learning and skill-development through collaborative 

knowledge-building” (p. 276).  
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2.4 Benefits of using visual materials 

In recent days scholars have been trying to emphasize the benefits of using visual 

materials, which attract students’ attention to the topic that is presented in the 

classroom and may facilitate learning (Ramírez, 2012). The use of visuals provides a 

meaningful and effective context for the learners and helps them actively participate in 

communicative language learning. Ramírez (2012) claims that “it is important to point 

that students bring to the classroom their own background, that nowadays is associated 

with images provided by mass media, videogames etc.” (p. 13). The use of visuals has 

been proved to be more effective and useful in comparison to that of written input 

containing texts in helping students memorize the content (Clark & Lyons, 2004). It is 

always very useful to use the target language in the classroom and thus avoid excessive 

explanations in the students’ L1 in order to learn the target language as quickly as 

possible. Visual materials can help in this sense, in that they establish a direct connection 

between the referent (i.e., the object represented by the visual) and the corresponding 

word in the target language. 

2.5 Rationale for the present study 

The present study explores the interactional practices enacted by the participants as they 

engage in interactional tasks. Specifically, the main purpose of this study is to observe 

and analyze how students engage in tasks that use different types of media to elicit oral 

interaction. To this end, two types of tasks (i.e., a reading task containing written input 

and a visual input task) were designed in order to examine the types of performances the 

students accomplish and whether there are any differences in their oral performances as 

they engage in the two tasks.  
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My research questions are as follows: 

RQ1: What kind of interaction do students engage in as they accomplish oral tasks? 

RQ2: Does task design have an effect on students’ interaction, 

engagement/participation in an oral task? 

The study relies on the theoretical and methodological framework of Conversation 

Analysis (CA), which is well suited for the analytical description of interaction in general, 

and of classroom interaction in particular. CA, in fact, is “a methodology for the analysis 

of naturally-occurring spoken interaction” (Seedhouse, 2011, p. 345). 

 

3. Methodology 

As Sidnell and Stivers (2012) put it, CA is a qualitative methodology that addresses the 

interplay of talk and bodily conduct as participants accomplish social activities and 

actions through the use of material resources (such as artifacts). In other words, CA 

explores the complex relationship among talk, embodied actions and the material 

resources that are used to produce recognizable social actions in talk-in-interaction.  

From a CA perspective, what matters is the analysis of how interaction is performed; the 

focus, thus, is not on what the participants say, but on how they say it. Moreover, CA 

adopts an emic perspective; that is, a participant-relevant perspective to data analysis. 

This means that analysts should have access to the same (linguistic, embodied, and 

material) resources that participants have at their disposal to make sense of each other’s 

actions in interaction. In other words, as Wong and Waring (2010) put it, analysts try to 

step “inside the shoes of participants to understand their talk and actions” (p. 6). 
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Therefore, CA works with audio- or video-recordings of naturally occurring interactions, 

that is with “actual occurrences of talk not gathered from interviewing techniques, 

observational methods, native intuitions, or experimental methodologies” (Wong and 

Waring, 2010, p. 4). Recorded data is then transcribed using detailed transcription 

conventions established by Jefferson (2004).  

4. Data collection 

4.1 The setting and the participants 

The setting was a Bengali medium high school in Dhaka, Bangladesh, consisting of 

around 1300 students starting from pre-school to 12th grade. This particular study was 

conducted with eight 8th grade students (i.e., 12-13 year old students) who had 

intermediate proficiency level in English at the time of data collection. This particular 

group of students was chosen through convenience sampling, that is on the basis of the 

students’ availability. The participants were contacted by a relative of mine who is a 

student in that school. I sent her the consent form (see appendix A) via email and she 

printed it out and collected the forms signed by the students’ parents. It should also be 

noted that, prior to contacting the students’ parents, consent for conducting this study 

was obtained from the principal of this school. 

4.2 Challenges of data collection 

Some challenges were encountered during data collection; such challenges related to 

time constraints and to the setting in which the study was conducted. First of all, the 

time constraints were due to the fact that the students were having class tests on the 

week of data collection and all the students were therefore very busy with that. There 

was a short break in between the exams and the whole study had to be finished within 
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this short period of time. Secondly, there were not so many options available while 

choosing the classroom: only one room was vacant; the room was situated next to a 

construction site and the loud sound made recording problematic.  

4.3 Tasks 

The two tasks (see Appendix B and C) were implemented in around 50 minutes. I played 

the role of the observer, while the students’ regular teacher conducted both the tasks. 

Before the class started, I described to him the whole study, the purpose of it, and the 

area of focus; then I explained the two tasks and their respective instructional phases. In 

both tasks the input was delivered in printed version; the students were given 25 minutes 

to complete each task. Both tasks were student-centered, with the students working in 

pairs and the teacher providing guidance when needed. There were two phases for each 

task: a pair-work phase during which the students worked in pairs and discussed the given 

topic with each other, and a whole-class phase in which each pair reported what they 

had done before during the pair-work phase to the whole class. At first the students were 

explained the purpose of the study. The first task was a reading task (written medium) 

consisting of a paragraph about helping others and followed by the question “Have you 

ever done any volunteering, fundraising or donating? How could you help the people, 

animals or environment near you?” They were given 10 minutes to discuss in pairs first 

and then each pair was asked to share their own experiences about the topic (i.e., helping 

others) with the whole class. The teacher explained the topic to the students after they 

had read the text and the question and before they shared their own experiences to make 

sure they were clear about it. After a five minute break, they started with the next task, 

which consisted of rearranging some scattered pictures about a birthday party into a 

meaningful story sequence. The students were asked to do this task in pairs for about 10 
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minutes. After the completion of this first part of the task, the participants were given 10 

minutes to share their stories in front of the whole class This task consisted of visual 

media. Since both tasks were about story telling (the first one about sharing own story 

and the other task is about telling a story from the pictures) therefore, the only thing that 

was varying in these tasks was the type of media, which is in this case written vs visual, 

where one of the main aims of this study is to look for variations/differences (if any) in 

the students’ oral performance and level of engagement if the input medium varies in 

type. 

4.4 Equipment 

The focus of this study is the whole-class phase of the two tasks; during each phase, the 

students were observed and video-recorded with one computer camera that was 

positioned facing the students. The two particular tasks were designed in consultation 

with the teacher and in relation with the kind of activities that are used for teaching 

English. The first task was taken from a teaching resources bank provided by the British 

Council (http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/) and the second one was from 

another online source called TurtleDiary 

(https://cdn.turtlediary.com/worksheets/question/picture-sequencing-birthday-

party.pdf). The necessary equipment (video recorder) and the printed material of the 

tasks were brought into the classroom by the researcher. I have followed Wong and 

Waring’s (2010, p. xv) transcription conventions for the purpose of analyzing this data.  

http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/
https://cdn.turtlediary.com/worksheets/question/picture-sequencing-birthday-party.pdf
https://cdn.turtlediary.com/worksheets/question/picture-sequencing-birthday-party.pdf
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5. Data analysis 

In what follows, I will analyze two excerpts of classroom interaction. The two excerpts 

are from the same pair in two different tasks. The reason behind choosing this particular 

pair is that it best serves the kind of features I am interested in for present purposes.  

5.1 Excerpt 1 

Excerpt 1 is taken from the participants’ interaction during the whole-class phase of the 

written medium task, while Excerpt 2 is taken from the whole-class phase of the visual 

medium task. Excerpt 1 picks up the talk as RLT self-selects as next speaker and 

expresses his opinion concerning helping others (lines 1-6). At the same time, by 

announcing that he wants to talk about donating (line 3), RLT creates a space for 

discussion. As the transcript shows, lines 1-6 are characterized by various perturbations, 

such as sound stretches, hesitation tokens, and pauses. 

Excerpt 1 

1 RLT:   >I think< °that° (...), it is – (...) important (mm) to 

2   donate! 

3        I want (...) to ta::lk, about=°donating°! 

4   Poor people (...) are (...) (aa/emm), who are  

5   the po:or, who needs (...) °help°, from (...)  

6        °us!° mmm) (...) 

7 T:     who need help from others. 

8 RLT:   who need help from others. 

9 T:   +((smiling and nodding))  

10    +((turning head towards MOH)) 

11 MOH:  +>I have donated=donated once<  

12       +(smiling towards RLT) 

13 RLT:   >Me too!< A boy (...) lived (aa) °beside°,  

14       >my home<, 

15   SO, >one day< (...) he said that (...) (aaa), 

16   that=he wants (...) a wrist (emm) watch, 

17   So! I [thou:::ght] 

18 T:         [What?] 

19 RLT:   I thought>I have=an extra one<, 

20   >I donated< (...) my:: extra one (...) to °him°. 

21 T:   Donated! (...) you::r extra WATCH! 

22   to the poor::- (aa) poor boy?+ 

23   +(smiles looking at RLT)   
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Specifically, in line 4 RLT engages in a word-search, as indicated by the pauses and by 

the hesitation token aa/emm; RLT also looks at the teacher, who eventually withdraws 

her gaze and does not provide any help to the student. In line 8 the student manages to 

complete her turn. At the end of this line the speaker shows again some hesitation (see 

the token mmm). At this point, the teacher repairs part of the student’s prior turn with who 

need help from others (line 7). The student displays uptake of the teacher’s correction by 

repeating it through simultaneous utterances at line 8. The teacher then smiles and nods 

(line 9), thereby showing acceptance of the student’s turn in line 8 and turns towards 

MOH possibly to other-select her as next speaker (line 10). Indeed MOH takes the floor 

by announcing that he donated once (line 11). A pause ensues (line 12), after which RLT 

self-selects as next speaker and responds to MOH’s announcement by saying that she 

donated once too (line 13). RLT then engages in storytelling, by reporting his experience 

of donating a watch to a boy in his neighborhood (lines 13-17). In line 18 the teacher 

initiates repair on RLT’s extended turn, possibly indicating a problem in understanding. 

The student recycles part of his prior turn (I thought, line 17) and then goes on to complete 

his story (lines 19-20). In lines 21-22 the teacher takes the floor and produces the upshot 

of the story as a candidate understanding; the teacher also smiles at the student (line 23).  

The whole Excerpt 1 is characterized by the regular occurrence of various perturbations, 

such as sound stretches, hesitation tokens, and pauses. This marks the signs of hesitation 

and difficulties producing oral output altogether by the participants. The students were 

explained beforehand about the topic and they were allowed to use Bengali (their mother 

tongue) during the discussion if they have any problems explaining it in English. Taken 

all these things into account, it can be said that the task design has an impact on the way 

the students interact, such as the use of written media can be characterized by hesitations, 

difficulties and requirement of help from the teacher on the part of the students. It can be 
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seen from their facial expression, embodied movements and regular pauses and 

hesitations that the use of written media was effecting the way they engage themselves in 

and perform the oral task.  

5.2 Excerpt 2 

Excerpt 2 is extracted from the students’ interaction during the whole class phase of 

the visual input task. 

Excerpt 2 

1 RLT:  >These pictures focus< (...) on a °birthday party° 

2   There a::re a girl and a boy (...) with the mother,  

3   >The mother (.) of the boy< is (...)  

4   ((turning towards MOH)) 

5 MOH:    [is celebrating] 

6 RLT:   +[is celebrating]her son’s birthday. 

7 MOH:   +((nods and smiles)) 

8 RLT:  >In the first picture<, we can see the birthday cake  

9        (...) 

10 MOH:   In the second=picture w::e can see that  

11   the mother <decorated> the room (...)  

12   with balloons and ribbons. (mm)    

13   Boys and girls (.) °are° wearing birthday ca:ps, which are  

14       very colorful and (.) [nice] 

15 RLT:                         [He] is very excited] 

16    (Ah) then he starts >cutting the cake<. 

17 MOH:  Everyone is cheering, 

18 RLT:    >Everyone is [eating]< 

19 MOH:   +[And] (.) talking to each other  

20 RLT:   +>All of them are ha:ppy!< 

Excerpt 2 picks up the talk as RLT self-selects to present the story she has reconstructed 

with her partner. In line 1, RLT announces that the story is about a birthday party. She 

then proceeds to tell the story by introducing the main characters (a girl, a boy and his 

mother; line 2). In line 3 RLT introduces more information about the boy’s mother; 

however, she encounters trouble with the verb and turns towards MOH, who finally 

produces the verb (is celebrating, line 5). At line 5 and 6 simultaneous utterances point 

towards the acknowledgement of the idea and satisfaction by MOH and RLT as they are 

being able to present their idea before the whole class. In line 6 RLT completes the 

utterance, which now looks as follows: the mother of the boy is celebrating her son’s 
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birthday (lines 3-6). By nodding and smiling in line 7 MOH shows acceptance of RLT’s 

completion in line 6. RLT then takes the floor and starts describing the first picture (in 

the first picture we can see the birthday cake, line 8). A pause ensues (line 9), after which 

MOH self-selects as next speaker and describes the second picture (lines 10-14). In partial 

overlap with MOH’s turn, RLT produces an assessment of the boy (he is very excited, 

line 15) and then continues with the storytelling by saying that the boy cuts the cake (line 

16). In line 17 the story is continued by MOH (everyone is cheering). RLT specifies that 

everybody is eating (line 18), while MOH provides further details by adding an increment 

to RLT’s turn (and talking to each other, line 19). The upshot of the story is provided by 

RLT in line 20 (all of them are happy).  

In Excerpt 2 both speakers were found participating in the conversation while presenting 

it in front of the whole class without longer pauses and with fewer hesitation tokens. The 

students alternate taking turns and show confidence and eagerness to convey their own 

messages. In this excerpt, no help from the teacher is required. In the first task the 

speakers are seen hesitating and finding it difficult to talk although engaging themselves 

in the conversation. In contrast to that, during the second task the students seemed to be 

more engaged and appeared to communicate more fluently than in the first task.  

6. Results 

The findings of this study will be discussed in this section. As mentioned earlier, we will 

be looking at the type of interaction that is accomplished while students perform oral 

tasks. More specifically, the present study is concerned with the differences that might be 

found in oral performances as students engaged in tasks that were designed around 

different types of input. Therefore, the performance of the oral tasks was at the center of 

attention. The results indicate how second language learners “artfully adept at 
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overcoming apparent linguistic hurdles, exquisitely able to work together interactionally” 

(Firth & Wagner, 2007, p. 801).   

The first research question targeted the oral performance that the students accomplished 

while completing the two oral tasks. The findings show that in both tasks the students 

talked in overlap but also with shorter or longer pauses and in some cases produced 

unintelligible sounds; they also produced various embodied actions. Overall, the students 

were able to interact with each other and to accept each other’s or the teacher’s 

contributions when relevant. Nevertheless, the students seemed to use these practices in 

different ways and to a different extent in the two tasks; for example, in the second task 

the students seemed to be more fluent, in that their oral performance was characterized 

by fewer pauses and minimum use of unintelligible sounds, which are the indication of 

hesitation. The second research question targeted the students’ level of engagement 

during the completion of the two tasks; overall, the students seemed more engaged in the 

second task.  

The first task was designed to help learners generate ideas after reading a text; this task 

also included a question with which the participants were asked to share their own 

experiences about helping others. What was interesting to see is that the same students 

who were at first finding it difficult (although not everyone was at a same level) to 

comprehend the text were eventually able to engage in meaningful conversations about 

the topic that dealt with helping others. Meaningful in this case means that they were not 

only talking about the topic and summarizing the main aspects, but they were actually 

sharing their own experiences (Long, 2015).  Almost all the participants shared examples 

from their real lives as to how they helped others in different occasions and how they felt 

after helping someone. At this stage, it is important to mention that, at the beginning, the 
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participants were showing signs of hesitation as to who will be starting to talk. Their 

conversation was characterized by long and short pauses, unintelligible sounds, and 

embodied movements (e.g., eye gaze) with which they asked the teacher for help. These 

elements indicate that the students were not very fluent during the first part of this task. 

However, for the whole-class phase, the teacher instructed the students to share any 

experience from their own lives that was related to the main topic. In this second phase 

of the task, the students became more fluent.  

In the second task, as expected, participants performed more fluently than in the first oral 

task. As mentioned previously, there are overlaps, which indicate the eagerness to take 

part in the conversation; fewer longer pauses, which tell us that they have better fluency; 

fewer hesitation markers to help us understand the comfort level on the part of the 

participants. We witness a lot of simultaneous utterances and changes of speakers on a 

regular basis during this task. Participants were seen generating different stories from the 

pictures that were given to them. As an active observer, I will say that the students were 

actually showing a lot of interest in this task, that their performance was very engaging 

and that they were seen more open to talk and communicate than in the first task. Another 

element which is worth mentioning here is that the students need minimum help or no 

help from the teacher, who appeared less active, while the students were more active in 

this task. This is possibly due to the fact that the students were familiar with the 

vocabulary items that were required to tell the story, which concerned a birthday party. 

This takes us to a discussion of multimodal resources in conversation. Sert (2015) claims 

that gestures employed by students and teachers in an L2 classroom play a crucial role in 

meaning making processes, which in the end helps both parties to achieve their respective 

goals of learning and teaching. In both tasks the use of different types of embodied 
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movement is evident; both the students and the teacher produced nonverbal actions with 

which they displayed hesitation, confirmation, encouragement, acceptance, etc. Sert 

(2015) adds that these are so essential to understand a situation and a conversation that if 

one tries to separate gesture and talk from each other, one will lose essential aspects of 

conversation. Present data serve us with similar kind of findings; if we examine critically 

both tasks, we will see that, if we isolate the multimodal aspects of these two tasks from 

the conversation, it will be difficult for us to understand the situation and its meaning 

making process. The participants were mostly using gaze, hand movement, unintelligible 

sounds, and head movement besides the target language to facilitate classroom 

interaction. Additionally, we have seen that the teacher uses embodied movements like 

head nods, smiles, hand gestures to communicate intended meanings to the participants 

to help them comprehend talk. As Stivers and Sidnell (2005) say, classroom interaction 

is multimodal interaction “in which participants encounter a steady stream of meaningful 

facial expressions, gestures, body postures, head movements, words, grammatical 

constructions, and prosodic contours” (p. 1).  

A very crucial aim of this study is to witness any change (if any) in the students’ oral 

production if the participants are presented with materials using two different types of 

media; in this case, written vs visual media. As the results suggest, this study was able to 

find variations in the speech production by the students. One of the research questions of 

this study dealt with the relationship between the type of input of the task and the level of 

participation while performing those tasks. The result shows that the degree and the type 

of participation in the two tasks were not the same; in the first task, the students were 

finding it difficult to present their thoughts, which are expressed through regular pauses 

and hesitations, and the teacher had to help them with the content and the language on a 

regular basis to generate their ideas. On the contraty, in the second task, the students were 
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seen using minimum pauses, being fluent and less hesitant and they required less or no 

help from the teacher. This confirmed my idea that the use of visual aids enhances 

teaching in the target language and thus students can comprehend the subject matter in an 

effective manner (Ramírez, 2012). If we compare the performances of the two tasks, it is 

evident that during the first task, which contained written input, the students were having 

difficulties in producing and presenting their thoughts in the target language and were 

asking for a lot of help from the teacher. The hesitation markers, signs of discomfort and 

uneasiness, longer pauses and embodied expression, indicate difficulties in oral 

engagement by the participants. It is also worth mentioning here that the students were 

finding it difficult to establish a link between the topic (helping others) and their real life 

experiences until the teacher asked them to share any experience of donating.  The teacher 

had to in some occasions give his own example of donating to generate ideas from them.  

In the other task, where the students were presented with pictures, they showed a quite 

impressive performance. Each and every student was seen to comprehend the topic with 

lesser degree of help from the teacher and was interacting more with the peer during the 

10 minutes discussion session. The reason behind this is that, in a language classroom, 

the use of visuals makes the task or situation more intelligible and triggers the learner to 

find different strategies to comprehend the language and express ideas in a 

communicative manner (Canning-Wilson, 1999). After the pair-work phase, the students 

were seen showing eagerness and enthusiasm to start the conversation, which indicates 

that they comprehended the topic very well and were feeling confident about starting the 

conversation. This was missing in the case of the first oral task.   
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7. Discussion and conclusion 

The main purpose of this study was to look for those interactional phenomena that are 

present during a conversation among the participants in a classroom setting and to 

examine whether different kinds of task design affect the performance of the students.  

Specifically, two different kinds of task were designed around two different types of input 

media (written and visual). The study was motivated by the recognized usefulness of 

TBLT and by the effectiveness of using visual aids in second language classrooms. CA 

was used to analyze the students’ interactions in two data excerpts.  

The result from this study indicates that in this kind of a teaching environment, which 

focuses on the successful task completion by the participants, the main focus is not on the 

subject matter or the result, but the focus shifts from the outcome towards the whole 

process of learning that is taking place in the classroom; what matters is what learners are 

required to do and what they actually do to acquire a language (Nunan, 1989).  In both 

tasks the students were engaged in task completion instead of just listening to the teachers 

and receiving a lot of information. Furthermore, it was very clear from their degree of 

participation that what was making them more enthusiastic about both tasks was the 

performing of the tasks themselves. The students were at the center of the whole learning 

process that helped them generate ideas by discussing with each other and helping each 

other with suggestions and relevant ideas. In this kind of TBLT, learner-centeredness 

(Long, 2015) is crucial: the learners are completeing the tasks on their own with the help 

from the teachers and the tasks are designed according to the need of the learners. On the 

basis of my own observations, I would like to say that at the beginning of each task the 

teacher was explaining the task and from their facial expression it was clear that the 

students were finding it difficult to understand the whole thing at first, but they started 
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engaging themselves in a better way as soon as they started performing the task and the 

students interacted more with their peers as the time went on. So the participants started 

comprehending well as they started performing.  

One of the research questions for this study dealt with the level of participants’ 

engagement in relation to the type of input medium. The results show that the students 

were more interactive, interested and open in their communication with the peer members 

during the second task containing visual input. They were seen initiating turns on a regular 

basis and were showing eagerness to participate in the conversation, which was missing 

in the first task. At this point it is very useful to mention a very important idea of Levin 

and Mayer (1993), according to whom pictures facilitate comprehension and learning, 

which is why the participants were found to be more engaged and each pair was seen 

using minimum pauses and requiring minimum help from the teacher.  As Canning-

Wilson (1999) points out, “visuals lead the learner into drawing out language from their 

own knowledge and personal experiences through exposure to, immersion to the stimuli 

presented before them, visuals permit strategies to organize knowledge into semantic or 

associative clusters” (p. 3). Thus recent works by scholars like Canning-Wilson (2001), 

Ramírez (2012), Mannan (2005), Santas (2009) highlight the importance of using visual 

media in language learning in order to infer, predict and deduce meaning from different 

types of sources; all of them and many more scholars have shown that the imagery helps 

the learners to comprehend the content of a language in a better way.   

This study thus supports my hypothesis that the students, when given inputs using 

different media, perform in a different way and that visuals aid in better performance 

where student were seen fluent in their oral performance and were engaging themselves 

more than the first task. Further research can be done on the use of multimedia in a second 
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language classroom and whether it facilitates the learning process. This might be very 

useful since it can add further insights into the present study. The importance of using 

multimedia, has already been stated by Ramírez (2012) who borrowing the idea from 

Brinton (2001): 

The main reason is that the media appeal to student’s senses and help them 

process the information, it is remarkable that media help teachers to motivate 

students because it brings the real life into the classroom and the language is 

represented in a more complete communicative context. (p. 16)  

Therefore, in the end it is important to mention that classroom interaction allows us to 

investigate the students’ performance during oral tasks. Specifically, the use of different 

types of media lends itself to the design of different task (written vs oral input) and may 

thus result in different oral performances and different levels of engagement from the 

students. 
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Appendix A 

Informed Consent 
 
Essay Title 
Task design and students’ interactional skills: A qualitative study 

https://www-dawsonera-com.ezp.sub.su.se/search?sType=ALL&searchForType=2&author=%22Edited%20By%20Jack%20Sidnell%20And%20Tanya%20Stivers.%22&searchBy=0
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Student Investigator:  
Nitia Islam 
Department of English – Stockholm University 
niis8961@student.su.se 
nitiaislam@yahoo.com 
 
Supervisor: 
Silvia Kunitz 
Department of English – Stockholm University 
silvia.kunitz@english.su.se 
 
Purpose of this Study 
This study aims to collect data that will be used in the student investigator’s BA degree 
project. The study focuses on oral tasks in the foreign language classroom: the types of 
tasks used by the teacher and their implementation in the classroom. The purpose of 
the study is to contribute to a better understanding of how speaking skills are 
practiced in the classroom. 
 
Procedures 
If you agree to participate, you will be video-recorded as you are engaged in oral tasks 
during regular classroom instruction. The recordings will be watched and transcribed 
by the student investigator who will analyze them. Portions of these recordings and 
transcripts will be later shared with the supervisor and extracts from the transcripts 
will be included in the student investigator’s BA essay. 
 
You also agree to share with the student investigator the worksheets and notes that 
you might use in preparation for or during the performance of these tasks. 
 
Voluntary Participation 
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You are free to refuse to be in the 
study and you can withdraw from the study at any time; in this case, existing recordings 
will be deleted and no more recordings will be gathered. 
 
Confidentiality 
Your confidentiality will be maintained in the following manner. First, your data and 
consent form will be kept separate. Second, your name will be replaced with a 
pseudonym for analysis; any excerpts from video and audio files will be transcribed and 
used with the associated pseudonym. At no time will your image be associated with your 
real name. Any original recordings or data files will be stored in a secured location accessed 
only by the student investigator.  
 
Questions about the Study 
If you have any questions about this study, you should feel free to ask them at any point 
in time.  You can contact the student investigator or the supervisor by e-mail, at the e-
mail address provided above.  
 

mailto:niis8961@student.su.se
mailto:nitiaislam@yahoo.com
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Voluntary Consent 
By signing below, you agree that the above information has been explained to you and all 
your current questions have been answered. You understand that you may ask questions 
about any aspect of this research study during the course of the study and in the future. 
 
____ I agree to participate in this study. 

____ I DO NOT agree to participate in this study. 
 
 
____ I agree to be video-recorded.  

____ I DO NOT agree to be video-recorded. 

 
 
____ I agree to be audio-recorded.  

____ I DO NOT agree to be audio-recorded. 

 
 
__________________________________ 
 _________________________________ 
Participant printed name    Participant Signature 
 
______________________________ 
Date 
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Appendix B 

http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/sites/kids/files/attachment/reading-practice-helping-others-
worksheet.pdf 

Read the fact file and complete the exercise.  

  

 

www.britishcouncil.org/learnenglishkids   

© British Council, 2016 The United Kingdom’s international organisation for educational opportunities and cultural 

relations. We are registered in England as a charity.  

Helping others  
Helping others is a great thing to do. You can learn new things and have fun. You 
can help people, animals or the environment. It can make you feel good too! How 
can you help? 
Charities are organizations that help people, for example UNICEF or the World 
Wildlife Fund. You can help charities by giving you time, giving money or things 
that you own. You can also help people or places you know.  
 
Volunteering 
Volunteering is when you give your time to help others. Some ways of 
volunteering are: 

 Visiting old people to talk to them or to help them 

 Walking dogs an animal shelter 

 Cleaning up a park 

 

Fundraising  
Fundraising is when you collect money to help others. Some ways of fundraising 
are:   

 Making cakes or biscuits to sell 

 Doing a sponsored activity. For example, family and friends give you money if 

you finish a long walk. 

Donating 
Donating is when you give your things to help others. Some ways of donating are: 

 Giving you old toys or clothes to a charity that help sick children or poor people 

 Giving your old books to a library. 

What do you think? 

So what can you do to help others? What was the most interesting fact about 

helping others? Have you ever done any volunteering, fundraising or donating? 

How could you help the people, animals or environment near you?  

http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/sites/kids/files/attachment/reading-practice-helping-others-worksheet.pdf
http://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/sites/kids/files/attachment/reading-practice-helping-others-worksheet.pdf
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Appendix C 

https://cdn.turtlediary.com/worksheets/question/picture-sequencing-birthday-
party.pdf 
 

 

 
 

https://cdn.turtlediary.com/worksheets/question/picture-sequencing-birthday-party.pdf
https://cdn.turtlediary.com/worksheets/question/picture-sequencing-birthday-party.pdf
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